
Gourmet Living Truffles Make A Great Christmas
Gift

Truffles 2-Ways from Gourmet Living

Gourmet Living is offering two varieties of
preserved truffles this year in its Amazon
Store.  Spice up your holiday with Italian
truffles.

GREENWICH, CONNECTICUT, UNITED
STATES, November 26, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Gourmet Living is
proud to announce that Truffle Petals and
Truffle Carpaccio are now available for
sale on its Amazon storefront. Tartufi
Scorzone or summer truffles are sourced
in the foothills of Tuscany.   These truffles
are then dehydrated to prevent them
from spoiling or, in the case of Truffle
Carpaccio, sliced and preserved in
sunflower oil.

Both truffle products, as well as an
assortment of extra virgin olive oil and
balsamic vinegar, are now on sale at
Gourmet Living's Amazon storefront.

White and black truffles are one of the
most sought after culinary delicacies in
the world. Sadly, fresh truffles have a shelf life of not more than two weeks. Unless one happens to be
in Italy or France during the fall truffle season, you may find yourself out of luck.  Fortunately,
preserved truffles allow you to enjoy this aromatic delicacy the year round.   

I plan to give truffles to family
and friends this year.  They
make great stocking stuffers
for even the hardest to please
family member.”

Sheila May

The owners have discovered a small producer near Florence,
Italy who has been with working with to source dried scorzone
truffles that are ground from a custom mill.  The carpaccio is
thinly sliced by skilled artisans and then preserved in a neutral
flavored oil such as sunflower oil.

Says co-owner Sheila May, "I love entertaining guests with
truffle carpaccio which I spread on crackers or a thin slice of
baguette. This is a WOW appetizer! I also love the

convenience of my truffle mill which I use regularly on pasta, eggs and vegetables to kick up the taste
profile."

Whether you plan to use truffles as an appetizer or as the highlight of the meal, Gourmet Living's
summer truffle mill or truffle carpaccio will be a welcome treat for fellow gourmands. Given their size,
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Dried Summer Truffles with Custom Mill

both products make a manageable, yet
wonderful, gift for the holidays or as a
hostess gift. 

Enjoy the convenience of shopping for
truffles this holiday season on Amazon.

Sheila May
Gourmet Living
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